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i have the same problem and i also have a fritzbox 6591 cable. if i disable the packet acceleration the speed drops from 500-900mbit/s to 10-30mbit/s and if i reboot the router everthing is back to standard (with paket acceleration). i have opened a support request at avm (fritzbox). thanks for trying to help. i also have a fritzbox 6591 cable. if i disable the packet
acceleration the speed drops from 500-900mbit/s to 10-30mbit/s and if i reboot the router everthing is back to standard (with paket acceleration). i have opened a support request at avm (fritzbox). thanks for trying to help. this uses the default fritzbox client-id for your fritzbox and the fritz!os provider-id of network settings to call this service-action. as you can see
the fritzfuse tool is able to get all required information automatically and to call the service-action. note: the numbers in the "my identifier/distinguished name" are for the fritzbox's version. if you want to use pfsense's version of the "my identifier/distinguished name", you should enter "192.168.1.1" for host and "192.2" for the port. so, what should you do? if you
want to continue using the fritzbox, you should go to the fritzos settings for this device and change the my identifier/distinguished name. this is the name that is used by the fritzbox to connect to pfsense. you can use any name you want, such as "mybff.local" or "mybff.local.mydomain.org" or "192.168.0.1". for around six months, the berlin-based communications
specialist avm has been releasing preview versions of the upcoming fritzos 7.50, which should help the current fritzbox models in particular to have exciting new functions. at the same time, avm is also working on adjustments for its wlan repeaters, which are also available as part of public beta tests (see avm.de/labor ).
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As expected, the latest update for the FritzBox 3490 and 7580 already includes several important changes. The encryption standard is now more than a match to the newer encryption standards used by the Akamai network (https://www.akamai.com/s/iptv/). Finally, the FritzOS also comes with a "scripting" function which allows the FritzBox to operate as a server.
This made the wireless distribution of web pages and data usage more user friendly. The latest OS update for the FritzBox 3490 and 7580 is available in AVM-stores. Besides restoring a supposedly lost communication between Mac and FritzBox, there are a number of under-the-hood adjustments which should make the FritzBox 3490 and 7580 appeal to owners of
older models with fewer resources, and simplify use for the network in the home. The Smartwatt / IP-Manager I wrote in the description of my first post needs a big update. Although the Smartwatt software is now in beta, it is still quite useful. You can click on the "apps" menu and chose the Smartwatt. Now you can directly configure your Smartwatt in the FritzOS.
There are many functions in the Smartwatt, but one of the nice features was that you could use a second e-mail address to contact the Smartwatt directly: When it comes to the IP-Manager, its really nice - with one simple Google search I found the official FritzOS Wiki article, the other ones I found only referred to the old IP-Manager, with which one has to do extra

clicks just to get things done. So the new IP-Manager works quite well, also with the older settings which I didnt use to configure my Fritzbox, because they are quite different from what I was using in the old manager. 5ec8ef588b
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